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Abstract
A new spiral beam raster system was designed and installed during 2007/2008.

Comparing with the original resonance system used for Gen E143 runs in
1994, the new system has several improvements such as uniformity of irra-
diation, faster and synchronized raster patterns as well as controlled elec-
tronics. The new system will be operated during the fall of 2008, serving
experiments with polarized target.

1 Performance Requirements from experiments
The UVa polarized target is basically an Ammonia filled target with total radiation
length 0.0418. The experiment will run at extremely low beam current as few µA.
The major concern of experimental physics is the uniform beam irradiation on the
target rather than target boiling phenomena caused by beam heating effect, which
is dominant factor like general Hall C cryogenic target experiments.

The basic requirements are showing as the following:

1. Uniform irradiation over entire target area (∼ 4 cm2)

2. Round shape raster boundary for better transmission through 1.5 inch beam
pipe

3. Capability of synchronizing frame pattern with helicity frequency

4. Neither blank nor enhanced area in the center
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2 The principle of Spiral Track Raster
Keep constant angular velocity and use amplitude modulation (AM) by special
waveform to obtain iniformity.

Here is applied mathematics: The arc area element ∆S = ∆φ××∆r of spiral
track. Condition: ∆φ/∆t = constant, ∆S/∆t = r∆r/∆t = constant, then we have
r(t) = (t)1/2 is the required special function for amplitude modulation.

3 Generation of Modulation Waveform
A (t)1/2 function was implanted into WAVETEK DDS function generator by com-
puter software through RS232. The data poins of each waveform is 1024. The
waveform is analized by HP spectrum analizer, showing major harmonic compo-
nents are 30 Hz, 60 Hz, 90 Hz and 150 Hz. In order to reduce distortion, the band
width of amplifier should be much higher than 150 Hz. We designed a pulse width
modulation amplifier to meet this criterion.

4 Pulse Width Modulation Amplifier
Two home-made PWM amplifiers are used to drive x and y deflection magnets.
Their bandwidth is about 25 kHz, good enough to drive SR magnets in amplitude
modulation mode without obvious dustortion. The maximum output peak current
is 30 A,maximum output AC power is 513 W.

5 System Operation
The system remote power switch is in the leftest slot of NIM module of raster rack
in counting house. This switch controls x/y PWM amplifiers, cooling fans inside
lead shielding house, two 40 W external cooling fans, and beacon.

Three wavetek function generators are used to produce driving waveform. G1
is used to generate 30 Hz (t)1/2 waveform. G2 and G3 are used to generate 100 Hz
circle frequency with 90 degree phase difference between them. When G1 output
is not enable, the 2D display of G2 and G3 must be a circle.

The previous setting of G1, G2, and G3:

1. G1 is set to special waveform t1/2 with a frequency of 30 Hz
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2. G2, G3 are set to sinusoidel waveform in amplitude modulation mode with
a frequency of about 100 Hz.

3. the clock output of G1 27.488 MHz is used to phase lock G2 and G3.

4. the phase difference between G2 and G3 is manually adjusted to 90◦

5. the amplitude (or peak-to-peak value) of spiral raster pattern for each of
available beam energy has been entered into G1, G2, G3 settings. Users
just need to push keys in the order of RECALL-NUMBER-ENTER to ex-
ecute the correct waveform setting. The NUMBER key will be specified
according to the all possible beam energies used in SANE.

6 Major specification of SR system

magnet effective length 43 cm
magnet DC resistance 0.571 Ω

magnet inductance 8.24 mH

field integral/current 610.5 Gauss cm per A
free drift distance to pivot 19.85 m
maximum bending angle (6 GeV/c) 0.63 mr

shape of SR boundary circle
shape of SR trajectory spiral
Normal radius 1.25 cm
density uniformity 5 %

Bdl at 6 GeV/c 12608 Gauss cm
Current amplitude at 6 GeV/c 20.65 A

Fundamental frequency 99.4322 Hz
modulation frequency 1 - 30 Hz
max. power output 500 W
operation mode free run/helicity sync
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